If you bought the trimmers from me at the time of purchase, your wheel the trimmers should be installed for you
when they are delivered. If for any reason they are not, and they are not included in your package, please contact me
right away.
If you purchased your starter kit from me, or from one of my retailers, you should have the following:
1) Trimmer inserts qty 2
2) Trimmer holder track qty 2
3) Attaching hardware 8 bolts 8 nuts
Installing the trimmers:
1) On the wheel, locate the white piece in the running track. There are two holes or indents in the outsides of
the wheel, you can use these to get the trimmers directly across from each other. Just go to the second set of
hole from the white strip one direction or the other and then once you have that trimmer installed the other
direction from it.
2) Insert the sand cloth or paper with the grit side facing into the wheel, it goes on the outside under the lip,
you may have to trim it a bit to fit flat but do not trim off too much.
3) Now the same thing for the trimmer holder, you probably have to trim it too you can use a pair of sharp
scissors to cut it with, again you want it flat but it needs to be under the lip. It makes it harder for your
gliders to be able to get at the edge and keeps them from being inadvertently injured by it.
4) Install the bolts and nuts. Start with one side then go to the other. You want the bolt head to go inside the
wheel and the nut to be on the outside and two squares from each edge. Keep the outside piece of track –
the holder as flat as possible.
5) Repeat the same for the other side of the wheel.
Caring for the trimmers:
I recommend that you not take the out to clean or if you do put the back in the wheel before they dry. The cloth
will shrink a little the first time you wash it and will also wrinkle.
Keeping the trimmer in place will prevent them from becoming unusable. You can soak them with the wheel if you
like or just use soap and rinse them with a hose. You should be able to keep using them for about one and a half to
two months, depending on how many gliders and how much they use the wheel.
As always, you can get in touch with me if you need more help!





The best way to contact me is to text me at 281-870-3201 (You can get me by voice at the same number)
or you can email me at mygliderwheel@yahoo.com
or you can message me on Facebook: David Watkins - https://www.facebook.com/Davidwsg
You can also contact me on glider central under davidw, or on LGG under david_w

